Case Study

TRAVELLERS REMOVED
FROM PRESTIGIOUS HOTEL
CAR PARK

We understand that situations generally arise when least expected
and often at the most inconvenient hours. Our extensive experience
helping clients remove squatters and trespassers from their premises
and land means we can handle evictions swiftly and professionally.
We always try and resolve the matter
peacefully, serving notice on the same
day and giving illegal occupants time
to vacate the premises. We handle
all aspects of the eviction process,
including the clean up and fortification
of your property to prevent future
occurrences of trespassing.
Right is an example of how our team
worked with a leading hotel chain
to quickly remove a large group of
travellers who arrived late on a Friday
evening and settled in their car park.

THE CHALLENGE
We were contacted by hotel chain
who had 12 caravans and towing
vehicles belonging to travellers arrive
in their car park.
Although the car park did have height
barriers installed and padlocks in
place to prevent trespassers these had
been cut off. The hotel management
had approached the travellers to ask
them to leave but had been met with
aggression. They had also approached
the police but sadly they were unable
to help due to being low on resources.

OUR SOLUTION
We immediately responded to the call and within an hour we had served the group
a common-law notice to vacate. We requested they leave immediately, however,
the majority of adults had already started drinking and were in no fit state to drive
until the following morning. In the meantime, the hotel was advised to bring in
additional security resources for their building and to give the guests and staff
re-assurance that they had it under control.
We arrived the following Saturday
morning at 0800am with a view to
getting the travellers moved off as soon
as possible. Since most of the adults
were hungover and not very cooperative,
we mutually agreed to allow a few hours
grace to get themselves organised as
long as they left in the next few hours.

By 12 midday, 90% of the group had
vacated the car park and there were only
a couple of vehicles left on site which
they were coming back for as they were
short of drivers. By 2.00pm the site was
clear, the height barriers had been
re-instated with new padlocks and the
car park was given a sweep.

KEY FACTS...
Rapid response (within
1 hour of call) to remove
travellers from hotel
car park

Peaceful removal
successful without any
further security
assistance needed

Served common-law
notice to vacate

Secure reinstatement of
security car park barriers
before handover of site
to client

Removal of large group
in under 24 hours from
client alert
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